Guide to Sample
Data
Get the most out of your trial by
interacting with Workable features
before using them on your own jobs.
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1. Sample data overview

2 jobs 109 candidates

Assessments and video
interviews

Candidate timelines

Edit job descriptions, customize
the application form, evaluate
candidates, and move candidates
through the hiring pipeline.
Send emails and text messages
without anyone ever receiving the
messages.

Review 17 assessment results and
evaluate and rate 4 video
interview recordings.

View the candidate proﬁle and
timeline with sample comments,
events, and emails.

Recommended steps to optimize sample data experience
Although not required, we recommend completing these ﬁve steps before enabling sample data to fully immerse yourself
in your Workable trial.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Integrate your Google or Microsoft 365 account to experiment with self-scheduling
To have coworkers experience your trial, add your team members to your account
For easy communication and to build automations, create and review email templates
Customize candidate proﬁles with custom ﬁelds to track the data that’s key to your hiring
Download the Workable app for iOS or Android to interact with sample data on your phone
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2. Set-up your sample data
Step One: Log in to your Workable account
Step Two: Click Explore product
Step Three: Explore sample data with Account Executive and Director of Finance jobs
Only Super admins are able to enable sample data. If you’re unable to load sample data, check all
account requirements in our Help Center article.

📱Super admins are also able to create and delete sample data via
our mobile apps (iOS and Android).
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3. Edit the job & application form
How to edit
Click the three dots to the right of the job title or click the job title and then Edit job on the right.

Editing the job description and application form
●
●
●
●
●

Browse and search over 700 job
templates
Toggle ﬁelds to be mandatory,
optional, or not visible to candidates
Create knock out questions
Add your own questions under
Details, re-order them to your liking
Preview the application form on
both mobile and desktop formats

Pro tip
Try editing the job and
application form to imitate a
position that you frequently
hire for.
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4. Communicate with candidates
Send emails, text messages, and events to sample candidates with our prescribed templates. Don’t worry,
none of the messages or events actually get sent to the sample candidates!

Sending emails, texts, and events
Click on a candidate in any stage of the hiring pipeline to email or text a candidate, and create events, such as
scheduling an interview or phone call.

Add yourself!

Event
Text
Email

Wondering what the
candidate experience is
like? Manually enter
yourself as a candidate
and send emails and
events.

Have you integrated your email and calendar yet?
Make sure to integrate your email and calendar to set-up self-scheduling. Self-scheduling allows you to
send links to candidates to schedule time on your calendar.
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5. Evaluate candidates
Video interviews

Assessments

Video interviews are available in the phone screen
stage of the Director of Finance job. Locate the video
icon in the candidate proﬁle.

Assessments measure abstract reasoning,
numerical comprehension, verbal comprehension,
attention & focus, and workplace personality.

●
●
●

Review video interviews
Add feedback
Review scorecard

●

Review candidate’s assessments in the
Assessment stage of the hiring pipeline

●

Click more details under each
assessment to learn more about how the
candidate scored. Check out how to
interpret cognitive and personality
assessment results.
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6. Interact with reports
Sample data reports are static, meaning that if you change any sample candidate data or move sample
candidates through the hiring pipeline, the sample data reports will always remain the same.

Viewing reports
Head to the report center and view over 10 reports, including:
●
Hiring velocity: spot which stages take the longest in and identify bottlenecks to reduce your time to hire
●
Time to hire: quickly view how long it takes from opening the job to hiring someone for it, and how long it
takes to hire that person after they applied
●
Productivity: easily view what your team has been doing in Workable

Hiring velocity
report

Filtering & exporting reports
Filter reports by location, job, and date. The candidate breakdown report allows you to customize data even
further. Export sample data reports to share with your team in either a pdf or CSV.
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7. Explore some more
Check out all you can do with sample data and how to make the most of your trial.

Edit workﬂow

Referrals

Career page

Add your own video interviews,
assessments or interview
kits/scorecards to sample jobs.

See how Workable Referrals works
by referring yourself to one of the
sample jobs. Your candidate
proﬁle now has the referrals tag
within the candidate database.

Create and customize your
branded careers page.

Reduce bias

Find candidates

Enable anonymized screening in
your Workﬂow settings. Refer to
our help center article for more
details.

Auto source sample passive
candidates by navigating to the
Find Candidates tab for each
sample job
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8. FAQs
What are the requirements to enable sample data?
You must enable sample data before your candidates apply to any posted jobs or you edit your hiring pipeline.
Additionally, sample data must be enabled before you convert to a paid plan. You will still have access to sample
data if you enable it before converting to a paid account.

Can I post a sample data job?
Sample data jobs cannot be posted. However, if you edit a sample job and hiring pipeline to your liking, you can
clone it to add to as a job for your company.

Can I move a sample candidate to an actual job?
Sample candidates cannot be moved or copied to actual job postings. You are able to edit sample candidate
information, with the exception of contact details: email, phone number, address.

Will sample data reports impact my reports for actual jobs?
No. If you have both sample data and non-sample data in your account, you can toggle back and forth between
the respective reports via the top banner.

How do I delete sample data?
The sample data will not be deleted automatically; it will remain in your account for as long as you need it. When
you are sure that you don’t need the sample data anymore an admin user can permanently delete it. To do so,
locate the sample jobs on the main dashboard and click on Delete sample data. Deleting your sample data is a
permanent and non-reversible action. Upon deletion, all sample job data including related candidates, reports, and
sample team members will be removed. Deleting sample data will not impact your non-sample job data.

Support when
you need it

Click here to book a customized
walkthrough with a product specialist
help.workable.com
support@workable.com
+1 (844) 657 7637
+44 (0) 800 086 8870
(2:30am - 5:30pm ET)

Live Chat or access other support
resources by clicking the
button in your
account.

